5 STEPS TO BECOMING A DATA-DRIVEN
RETAIL ORGANIZATION

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A DATA-DRIVEN
RETAIL BUSINESS?
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Retail businesses live and die with numbers. The success
or failure of any business in the crowded and complex retail
marketplace comes down to whether every location can meet
its goals, control inventory levels effectively, and maintain the
traffic that generates sales.

When every small adjustment can have a huge impact on revenue
figures, retail businesses need to respond to changing trends
proactively to ensure they stay ahead of the curve. Data becomes
not just the result of the business’ operation, but the underlying
rationale behind the company’s direction.

Small changes to any aspect of a retail business can have a huge
impact. Change the positioning of one product line relative to other
complementary product lines, and the sales for all of them can jump
dramatically. Conversely, order too much of a product that doesn’t
sell, and the business is saddled with stock in the storeroom that
can’t be moved. The margin for error is slim, and every decision
needs to be based on facts and statistics to offer the greatest chance
for success.

Being a data-driven retail business means measuring everything
there is to measure in the organization and scouring the information
to determine what’s working and what could stand some adjustment.
It may seem as though you’re drinking from a fire hose at the start,
but there are tools you can put between the hose and yourself to
make that massive flow of information make sense. Data-driven
businesses have those tools and the right mindset to use them.

1: KNOW WHAT YOU WANT
TO MEASURE
The first step in the process of becoming a data-driven
organization is to determine what questions you want your
data to answer. The questions you’re looking at should have
tangible answers; this isn’t where you think about the openended philosophical questions that drive your company’s
overall direction.
But what are the burning questions you’d love answers to that
can make your job easier? Every business is different, and
the term “retail business” can encompass an incredibly wide
variety of organizations, from car dealers to supermarkets to
furniture stores and everything in between. We can’t tell you what
questions to ask, but we’ve got a few examples of questions
that may be useful to your organization.
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For example ...
•		 Do you know how your chosen vendors and distributors
affect turnover rates across your locations?
•		 Do you know how each new product introduction affects
the sales of your existing product lines? Is it the same at
every location?
•		 Are you keeping more inventory on hand than you need to?
How could you reduce your inventory requirements?
•		 Where are the hiccups in your supply chain? Can you use
what you know about one location’s supply chain to correct
problems in another location?
•		 Is there a way to more efficiently distribute manpower
among your locations?
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Perhaps the best part about the question-asking process is
that questions create questions. It’s common for a user of
business intelligence to be curious about a particular question,
and upon finding the answer, becoming curious about how
the numbers got to be where they are. That’s how good Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) are built – asking good questions
and always having the answer on hand.
Taking measurements is only the first of several steps in building
a data-driven organization, but every step thereafter relies upon
these figures for success. Bad decisions result from bad data,
so choose your questions and KPIs carefully.

2: GATHER
YOUR
DATA
SOURCES

If the first step in becoming a data-driven organization is to
decide which questions deserve immediate answers, the
second step has to determine where to find the answers. Retail
businesses process massive amounts of information, with every
customer transaction, every purchase order, every return, and
every exchange generating new records and data that require
processing and interpreting.
Many of those records are processed through an organization’s
chosen Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution. ERPs do
a great job of collecting and organizing data, and they offer a
simple platform for reviewing that raw information. But there are
big differences between ERPs and business intelligence and
analytics platforms.
For one, business intelligence platforms generally have greater
visualization, analytics, and predictive capabilities. Also notable is
that business intelligence and analytics platforms can incorporate
sources above and beyond the ERP for consideration.
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“

You just need the
right platform to process
and analyze it.

Data-driven businesses use all of the useful data
that’s available to them, regardless of the source,
and that means looking at other platforms in the
organization:
•		 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) data

Business intelligence software collects all of these disparate
data sources and interprets that information into knowledge/
intelligence that you can use to make an educated decision.
The answers to your questions are found in this amalgamated
data – you just need the right platform to process and analyze it.

•		 Point-of-sale data
•		 Data from eCommerce modules on company websites
•		 Supply Chain Management (SCM) data
•		 Google Analytics data
•		 Marketing automation data
•		 Direct feedback from customers
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ERP systems are great at collecting data, business intelligence
systems are great at processing the data into an easy-touse format. Analytics allow you to drill into raw numbers or
transactional data and make comparisons, in turn allowing you
to better predict future analytics and trends.

3: GET EVERYBODY ON
THE SAME PAGE
Okay, so you’ve got questions about your information and you’ve
got all your organization’s data sources incorporated into a business
intelligence platform. Now what?

There’s room for everybody in the organization to find a distinct use
for the technology. Consider these questions that each department
can answer with business intelligence:

Retail business use of business intelligence isn’t confined to
reviewing locations’ performance and checking the supply chain.
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Finance

Marketing

•		 Are our prices consistent across all locations?
Should they be?

•		 Has a change in locations’ layouts affected the way customers
receive products?

•		 How are my locations doing with cash on hand?
Are they roughly even across all locations, or are some locations
running low regularly? Why?

•		 Have recent marketing efforts affected web or foot traffic?

•		 Are there other suppliers that can get us our products cheaper,
thereby increasing our margins?

Sales

•		 Are product affinity strategies performing differently across
locations?

Supply Chain Management
•		 Are your distributors meeting their delivery deadlines?

•		 Are salespeople hitting targets for particular product lines?

•		 Do your vendors and distributors complicate or make impossible
your online order fulfillment process?

•		 Are discounts making a significant enough difference in buying
patterns to be worth it?

•		 How long does your inventory hang around the store room?

•		 Are there particular products that only sell to particular
buyer types?

Human Resources
•		 Is each employee generating enough revenue
to justify their salary?
•		 Need to make sure nobody is taking time off you
can’t afford to lose?
•		 Curious to see when your locations are the busiest?
Data-driven organizations find ways to use data to support every
facet of the business, from sales to marketing to HR and back again.
Everything comes down to what questions are asked, and every
department in the business will have different questions they want
answered. With business intelligence, there’s no reason to limit it;
ask away!
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4: DO IT ON
YOUR TERMS

The most commonly cited use of business intelligence and
analytics software is “enhanced reporting capabilities.” It’s how
the technology is often first introduced into an organization, but it
needn’t be the only application.
Data-driven organizations aren’t confined by reporting cycles
and pre-configured KPIs. Business intelligence and analytics
operates on your terms. Want to learn more about a figure you
saw in a recent report? Have a burning question that doesn’t
need to become a recurring KPI? That’s where ad-hoc analytics
comes in.
Ad-hoc analytics is what it says on the tin: it’s the technology
that allows users to create analyses and reports on an individual
basis, rather than exclusively in the context of recurring reports.
What’s also notable about ad-hoc analytics is that it can
incorporate data that isn’t native to your data
warehouse. If a supplier sends you a spreadsheet
of their own supply chain figures, or your marketing
team compiles the results of a customer survey, you
can incorporate that data into an analysis without
needing to go through the extra steps of adding it to
the data warehouse.
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Ad-hoc analytics makes business
intelligence accessible to everybody and
gives the power of insight to everybody in
the organization who might benefit from it.
There’s also the benefit of sharing those analytics
outside the organization; consider your suppliers. How
useful would it be to them to receive a regular report
of how much of their stock was hanging around your
storerooms?
The knowledge that their products aren’t moving may
inspire them to undertake new marketing efforts. And
to that end, sharing turnover rates with vendors can
indicate to them whether their marketing programs
have been successful or not.
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5: GO OUTSIDE
AND PLAY

The final step to becoming a data-driven organization is to realize that not all
useful data belongs to your business. While there’s untold benefit to be gained
from everything that lies within your company, there are data sources available
to you externally that can offer even more insight.
Consider social media. Businesses learned within a few years the power of listening to the people
they want to serve and talking with them one-on-one. But taking the raw data from social media and
connecting it to your marketing and sales data…that’s new. And that’s exactly what you can do with
modern business intelligence and analytics software.
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Think of all of the information out there that you
could use to make decisions if you could just
harness it long enough to let an analytics platform
investigate it for patterns and trends:
•		 Social media
•		 Google search result data
•		 Non-profit published information
•		 Demographics information from census surveys
•		 Nielsen ratings for web pages and TV ads
Data-driven organizations don’t stop with their data. If decisions
are based on data, and more data is preferable to less, then all
data (that’s verifiable) is fair game. Business intelligence and
analytics solutions offer the opportunity to base your decisions
on data that’s available right now, but may not be tomorrow. That
data can still be valuable, but its fleeting nature makes it hard to
capture and analyze.
And it’s important for data-driven organizations to take some time
now and then to play with all of that data they’ve gathered: the
ERP-based data, the one-off spreadsheets and information, and
the truly external data. Poke at it, manipulate it, and see what you
can learn.
You never know when you’ll stumble onto an observation that can
lead you to the decision that earns your company an extra million
dollars. That’s data-driven decision-making, and that’s how datadriven organizations work.
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About Air Rianta International
North America Inc. (ARINA)
Aer Rianta International (ARI) is one of
the world’s longest-established and most
successful global travel retail companies. ARI
designs, manages, and operates duty free
and duty paid airport retail outlets in Europe,
Asia, and the Americas. A subsidiary of ARI,
ARINA manages business opportunities in
North America’s retail duty free markets.

DATA-DRIVEN ORGANIZATIONS IN REAL LIFE
Improving Productivity and Operations In the early 2000s, Air Rianta International North America
for Aer Rianta International Inc.’s (ARINA) global growth made it necessary for the

company to find a way to better manage and integrate their
systems throughout their multiple locations around the
world. With locations throughout the U.S. and Canada, the
company was struggling to manage their daily operations in
a cohesive system.
ARINA went live with a Microsoft Dynamics NAV ERP
system, which initially seemed to solve some of the
company’s logistical challenges. But it wasn’t long before
Catalin Momirla, Manager of IT, Aer Rianta International
North America found a big hole.
“After the NAV implementation was complete, we now had
the raw data needed to analyze our business functions, but
did not have an efficient way of getting it,” Momirla says.
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“

Management couldn’t make
informed business decisions when they
needed to: immediately.
Catalin Momirla, Manager of IT,
Aer Rianta International North America

“

Our new ERP lacked significant Business
Intelligence analysis capabilities that
management needed to pull together big
picture snapshots necessary for operations
management and strategic planning.

Without a source that pulled data into one environment
that could be reviewed quickly, ARINA management
was left with the tedious and time consuming task of
deciphering individual reporting that lacked consistency or
a common language. Completing important tasks, such as
determining cost of sales, establishing optimum inventory
levels, and budgeting for the promotional calendar were
a daunting exercise without consistent reporting across
all departments. Even worse, management couldn’t
make informed business decisions when they needed to:
immediately.
To further complicate business, ARINA must consider the
customs allowances of the countries where customers are
headed when selling products and stocking shelves. This
requires a detailed understanding of the regulations and
the ability to make strategic business decisions based on
those factors.
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ARINA knew they needed to find a solution
to their Business Intelligence gap, and in
2010 were introduced to TARGIT by Business
Intelligence and technology consulting
service Mibusoft Inc. Mibusoft knew TARGIT
would free ARINA employees from their
current time-consuming Excel spreadsheetbased process of “business intelligence.”
The expertise of Mibusoft’s Business Intelligence team
enhanced the project by utilizing a multi-dimensional
database approach to layer ARINA’s point of sale (POS)
data. This expedited the creation of the data cubes within
the data warehouse in order to fully utilize the power of the
TARGIT toolset. This design has provided ARINA with data
views layering their POS over the ERP data, which provides
new KPI’s and performance measurement possibilities.
“Before TARGIT, we combined the needed data from our
ERP system and typed it into multiple Excel spreadsheets,
but it was a long and meticulous process,” says Momirla.
Static spreadsheets made it impossible to drill down for
more information or make changes/adjustments in one
spreadsheet that could be visible to all. That meant the risk
for outdated information or varying versions of the truth
among locations and employees was high.

“

With TARGIT, we can analyze
and view the data needed
in one cohesive report
Catalin Momirla, Manager of IT, Aer Rianta International North America

“TARGIT is a perfect match and wows upper management,”
Momirla continues. “We were sold on how easy and
interactive the TARGIT BI Suite solution was.” ARINA
was pleased that the Finance, Purchasing, and Inventory
Control departments were able to create analyses easily
and generate individual reports with a common language.
Even store managers regularly use TARGIT.
And since all employees have the ability to see how their
efforts contributed to the company’s corporate goals and
objectives thanks to TARGIT’s common language reporting,
employee engagement increased on every level. These
corporate objectives are tracked as KPIs within the TARGIT
system, which give employees and managers a daily
snapshot of company health.
“With TARGIT, we can analyze and view the data needed
in one cohesive report,” Momirla says. “The overall benefit
when applying for new tenders is that we can run scenarios
like ‘what will the impact be on sales and profitability if our
capture rate increases by 1, 2, or 3 percent?’”
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TARGIT ALSO SOLVED THE COMPLICATED
PROCESS OF INVENTORY PLANNING
“TARGIT allows us to strategically plan our product
inventory based on the custom allowances,” says Momirla.
“In order to have a successful business with all those
restrictions, TARGIT allows us to quickly determine which
products to stock based on their individual profit margins,
and at the same time respect the constraints employed by
customs. In addition, TARGIT gives us the ability to turn this
knowledge into additional profit by devoting promotional
dollars to the right product categories.”
Besides creating reports easily, TARGIT gives ARINA more
leverage during negotiations or applications for new tenders
by making it easier to quantify the value of their Runway
Duty Free locations to the host airport.
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ARINA runs reports that analyze historical capture rate,
amount spent per passenger, and gross margin by product
category.
Since their successful TARGIT implementation, ARINA has
committed to use TARGIT to improve their operations and
productivity enterprise wide, and ARI Ireland has since
implemented the solution.
“We can say confidently that TARGIT will help ARINA
management and the regular user to be more productive
and efficient, and make the right decision at the right
moment,” says Momirla.

TARGIT IS BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND ANALYTICS SOFTWARE MADE FOR ACTION
Gather Your (any) Data

SQL, ERP, CRM

Excel, External stats

Google Analytics, Social media

Learn From Your Data

Dashboards >
Review your KPIs against
your goals.

Analytics >
Understand what happened,
why it happened, and what’s
coming next.

Reports >
Build reports in less than one
minute with one-click-to-analysis
integration.

Data Discovery >
Analyze the crucial data
that doesn’t live in your
data warehouse.

Share Your Data

Storyboards >
Motivate employees by
showing progress on
display TVs.

Emails >
Improved collaboration
with one-click distribution of
analyses via emails.

Batch report scheduling >
Customize where your
reports go and distribute
them automatically.

Mobility/Web/desktop >
Access your data when and
where you need it.

Act On Your Data

Alerts >
Get a heads-up when metrics deviate and action
need to be taken. Anywhere.

Intelligent Wizard >
Tell the system what you want. The BI Wizard tells you what
you want to know and remembers your preferences.
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ONE SOLUTION TO COVER ALL ANALYTICS
AND REPORTING NEEDS
TARGIT is designed for your entire organization -- from
who need accurate reports, to sales managers who need
performance analytics and customer insights, to marketing
who cares about the cost of leads, to IT who wants data
security and smoothly integrated data processes. TARGIT
has everybody covered.
In fact, TARGIT is the most widely deployed solution in the
market, and customers rate TARGIT higher in usability than
any other solution.

That’s why TARGIT is designed to get you from
dashboards and reports to analyses with only one click.
Add to that the integration tools that prepare your data for
analysis in less than a day and the intelligence that lets you
use natural language to ask for the report or analysis you
want. TARGIT takes you from observation to action faster
than any other tool on the market.
TARGIT gives you the courage to act.
www.targit.com

We believe that data should be connected and available
to decision makers when and where they need it. There is
always one more question to ask of the data you see, and
if the answer is not immediately available you run the risk
of making decisions without the full picture.

Retail

www.DynamicsRetailSoftware.com

